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Abstract: Since the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) experiments exhibit
limited skill in reproducing the statistical properties of prevailing precipitation regimes over the
major Himalayan watersheds (Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong), this study evaluates the
anticipated added skill of their dynamically refined simulations performed under the framework
of Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiments for South Asia (CX-SA). For this,
the fidelity of eight CX-SA experiments against their six driving CMIP5 experiments is assessed
for the historical period (1971–2005) in terms of time-dependent statistical properties (onset/retreat
timings and rapid fractional accumulation—RFA) of the dominant summer monsoonal precipitation
regime (MPR). Further, a self-defining seasonality index (SI), which is a product of precipitation
and the distance of its actual distribution relative to its uniform distribution (relative entropy—RE),
has been computed for MPR, westerly precipitation regime (WPR) and annual precipitation.
The time evolution of precipitation, RE and SI has also been analyzed. Results suggest that
CX-SA experiments simulate even higher wet biases than their driving CMIP5 experiments over
all study basins, mainly due to higher wet biases simulated over the Himalayas and Tibetan
Plateau. Most of the CX-SA experiments suggest unrealistic timings of the monsoon onset that
are far earlier than their driving CMIP5 experiments for all basins. Generally, CX-SA experiments
feature higher underestimation of RFA slope, RE and SI, distancing their driving CMIP5 experiments
farther from observations. Interestingly, regardless of the diverse skill of CMIP5 experiments,
their fine scale CX-SA experiments exhibit quite a similar skill when downscaled by the same
regional climate model (RCM), indicating RCM’s ability to considerably alter the driving datasets.
These findings emphasize on improving the fidelity of simulated precipitation regimes over the
Himalayan watersheds by exploiting the potential of RCMs in term of microphysics, resolutions
and convective closures, and preferably, on resolving the crucial fine scale processes further down
to their representative (meso-to-local) scales.
Keywords: precipitation; seasonality; Himalayan watersheds; CORDEX South Asia; CMIP5

1. Introduction
The sustainable development of agrarian economies and the well-being of a billion people are
at stake, if the future of the water availability from the Himalayan watersheds remains uncertain.
It is particularly a serious concern in the wake of climate change, its recent acceleration and
now established elevation dependent warming, suggesting amplified warming over the elevated
regions, such as, the Himalayas [1–4]. The assessment of future water availability for the
Himalayan watersheds requires, above all, a valid set of climate change projections, for which
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the present-day state-of-the-art climate modeling tools are a primary source [5]. An extensive
development of these climate modeling tools have raised the expectations of their robust support
in assessing the climate change impacts on various sectors of life, in devising the subsequent national
action plans, and in the policy development. However, the reliability of projected hydroclimatic
changes from these climate models largely depends upon the degree of their skill in two aspects:
in adequately representing the physical hydroclimatic processes, and in reproducing well the
observed hydroclimatic phenomenon, collectively called ’fidelity’. The robust fidelity assessment
in turn requires a valid observational database.
The South and Southeast Asia features a complex hydroclimatolgy, which is largely determined
by the prevailing weather systems—the summer monsoon and the subtropical cyclones—and their
associated precipitation regimes, namely, the monsoonal precipitation regime (MPR) and the westerly
precipitation regime (WPR) [4,6–9]. Hence, the reliability of climate model’s projections for future
changes in the hydrology of the region largely depends upon their realistic representation of both
MPR and WPR for the present-day climate. While many studies that assess the representation of
precipitation regimes in the climate models have focused on the reproducibility of the magnitude
of precipitation, its geographical distribution, its temporal evolution or its extremes [7,10–14],
less attention has been given to the representation of the seasonal cycle and to the overall
seasonality [15–17]. Changes in the seasonality of precipitation regimes directly affect the timings
of the water availability and are related to the risks of droughts and floods [18].
Few studies focusing only on the dominant MPR assess how well its statistical properties, such as
the duration and the onset/retreat timings, are reproduced by the models; for the latter typically an
absolute threshold of 5 mm·day−1 has been applied [10,19]. However, in view of a large spread
of the simulated precipitation amid the climate models—owing to their structural limitations of
adopted experimental setups and chosen physics—applying the absolute thresholds for determining
the monsoon onset/retreat timings seems inadquate [20,21]. Similar is true when accounting for the
spatial heterogeneity of MPR across its domain, as some (dry) models fail to achieve the absolute
thresholds over the regions lying at the monsoon margins where the total incident precipitation is too
little (e.g., Indus basin) [20,22]. Further, a dry (wet) bias may suggest a delayed (early) onset timing,
yielding a biased length of the active monsoon duration (onset-retreat) and distinct extents of the
monsoonal domain [10,20,23]. Given such limitations, the fidelity of the climate model experiments
in representing the statistical properties of MPR should be assessed on a qualitative scale. This can
be achieved either by applying the relative thresholds on the smoothed datasets or employing the
self-defining threshold-independent measures.
A few relevant studies that focus on the qualitative fidelity assessment report contradictory
findings. For instance, an application of the relative threshold of 0.2 on the All-India (65◦ to 85◦ E
and 7◦ to 25◦ N) averaged fractional accumulated pentad precipitation from the coupled model
intercomparison project (CMIP) phase 5 experiments suggests a delayed onset and a systematic bias
in the phase of the annual cycle of MPR [23]. On a sub-regional scale, however, applying uniformly a
relative threshold of 0.17 on the normalized monthly basin-integrated precipitation from the CMIP3
experiments indicates a varying skill of such experiments in suggesting the realistic monsoon onset
timings across the Himalayan watersheds. Lately, applying the distinct relative thresholds for each
Himalayan watershed on the basin-integrated pentad precipitation from the CMIP5 experiments,
the study reports a modest skill of these experiments in suggesting the realistic onset timings
for Ganges [20], which is in contrast to the earlier findings [23]. Similarly, for the precipitation
concentration within the active monsoon duration, the skill of the CMIP5 experiments was found
different when the active monsoon duration was identified by applying a uniform threshold over
the whole study region [23], compared to when the distinct thresholds were used for each respective
Himalayan watershed [20]. Such contradictory findings emphasize on the assessment of the statistical
properties of MPR on a sub-regional scale, such as the Himalayan watersheds, as well as on applying
the distinct relative thresholds for each watershed.
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Nevertheless, the above mentioned studies have demonstrated a limited skill of the CMIP3
and CMIP5 experiments in the realistic representation of MPR. This is largely due to the structural
limitations of the participating coupled climate models, and in turn, to their oversimplified
representation of the region-specific geophysical features and the associated hydroclimatic processes
and feedback. Since the regional climate models (RCMs) somewhat overcome such structural
limitations due to their finer resolution, they are typically believed to outperform the coarse resolution
CMIP3/CMIP5 experiments. Lately, a suite of fine-scaled (0.44◦ ) derivatives of several CMIP5
experiments was made available for the South Asian domain (19.88◦ to 115.55◦ E and −15.23◦ to
45.07◦ N) under a common framework of the coordinated regional climate downscaling experiments
(CORDEX) [24,25], onward referred to as CX-SA. Against this background, it is pertinent to analyze
how well CX-SA experiments represent WPR and MPR relative to their driving CMIP5 experiments.
Hence, extending the previous analysis on the assessment of CMIP5 experiments in
representing the prevailing precipitation regimes over major Himalayan watersheds of Indus,
Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong, this study assesses the fidelity of eight fine-scaled CX-SA
experiments relative to their six driving CMIP5 experiments. The skill metrics considered
for the dominant MPR include the onset/retreat timings and the precipitation concentration
within the active monsoon duration, which have been analyzed by applying the distinct
relative-thresholds on the basin-integrated pentad precipitation for the historical period (1971–2005).
Since such skill metrics confines to the active monsoon duration only and cannot be equally
applied to WPR, the seasonality of the overall precipitation regimes has been additionally assessed.
For this, a self-defining quantitative measure of the overall seasonality of precipitation regime,
called seasonality index (SI), has been applied separately to MPR, WPR and annual precipitation.
The SI is a product of precipitation and the Kullback-Leibler divergence [26] or relative entropy
(RE)—an information-theory based measure of divergence of actual precipitation distribution from
its uniform distribution [15,16,27]. In order to see the time evolution of changes in the seasonality
of prevailing precipitation regimes over the historical period, trends in SI along with trends in
precipitation and RE have been analyzed using the Mann-Kendall trend test.
2. Study Area
The study region comprises of four major river basins of south and southeast Asia, namely,
Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong (Figure 1). The hydrology of these basins is nourished
by spatially incoherent, seasonally bifurcated and heterogeneous form of precipitation (snow or
rain) input under two distinct precipitation regimes; WPR is associated with the extra-tropical
westerly disturbances that originate from the Caspian or the Mediterranean Seas while MPR is
associated with the southwest summer monsoon system that comes from the Bay of Bengal and
the Arabian Sea [8,22,28]. Being transported to their far-eastern extremity over the study basins
through the southern flank of the Atlantic and Mediterranean storm tracks [29], the year-round
westerly disturbances drop moisture mainly during winter and spring, mostly in the solid form
and largely over the Karakoram region within the upper Indus basin. The influence of these
disturbances is somewhat evident over the Brahmaputra headwaters too, but negligible over Ganges
and Mekong. On the other hand, the late-spring surface-level differential solar heating amid the land
and the ocean as well as the Tibetan Plateau’s sensible heating of the mid-to-upper troposphere result
into a meridional pressure gradient responsible for generating a cross-equatorial monsoonal surface
flow [30,31]. Such monsoonal surface flow is bifurcated into several branches that pick moisture from
different parts of the ocean and drop it over different parts of the land. An abrupt but consistent
precipitation increase overland is generally referred to as the monsoon onset, which first hits the
southern India and the lower Mekong in late-May, and then advancing north and northwestward,
reaches over the Brahmaputra shortly, over the Ganges in June, and over the Indus in July [32,33].
The withdrawal of the monsoon refers back to the pre-onset dry conditions that gradually retreat
roughly in the onset order, latest by October/November [32,33].
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Figure 1. Major South and Southeast Asian river basins.

The eastern basins are under the dominant influence of MPR and receive mostly the rainfall
over their lower plains during the summer monsoon period. In contrast, the hydrology of Indus is
governed by the both WPR and MPR; the snow is received under WPR mainly during winter and
spring while the rain (snow) is received under MPR at low (high) altitudes during summer. Hence,
Indus features a more complex hydroclimatology than other three basins. The eastern basins are
wetter in terms of the both precipitation and discharge than the western basins where the agriculture
is a major consumer of the available water. The agriculture within the eastern basins is mostly
rain-fed, and thus, is sensitive to the timings of the monsoon onset. Featuring extensive irrigation
and shorter monsoon duration, the western basins are additionally sensitive to the magnitude of
precipitation and to the length of the active monsoon duration, whereas Indus additionally depends
heavily on the melting of snow received under WPR [34].
3. Data Used
As for the observational datasets (OBS), precipitation was obtained from: (1) the Asian
Precipitation-Highly Resolved Observational Data Integration Towards Evaluation (APHRODITE—onward
APHRO) of Water Resources version VR1101 [35]; (2) the Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) [36], and; (3) the CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) [37]. The APHRO is a station
interpolated gridded dataset available at the daily temporal and 0.5◦ planar resolution for the period
1951–2007. The GPCP and CMAP datasets are multi-source satellite-merged gridded observations
available at the pentad temporal and 2.5◦ planar resolution since 1979. The GPCP has been obtained
from integrating the microwave- and infrared-derived estimates with the in-situ gauge observations
while CMAP additionally integrates estimates from the outgoing long-wave radiation and—in place
of in-situ observations—NCEP-NCAR reanalysis [37–39]. The considered datasets have been widely
used for studying the hydrological cycle on global and regional scales.
In view of the observational uncertainty—caused by location and elevation biased in-situ
observations, by their regionalization schemes in the complex HKH terrain and by the limited
skill of the remote sensing platforms in estimating precipitation [4,20,34,35,40–42]—the multiple
observational datasets have been used in the analysis.
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For the climate model simulations, the daily precipitation for the period of 1971–2005 was taken
from the eight fine scaled (0.44◦ resolution) CX-SA experiments, which are obtained by dynamically
downscaling six CMIP5 experiments [43] using three different RCMs (Table 1). In order to analyze
the added value of the fine scaled CX-SA experiments, the daily precipitation from their six driving
CMIP5 experiments was also obtained.
Table 1. The CX-SA and their driving CMIP5 experiments, employed RCM and contributing institutes.

S No

Experiment Name

RCM Employed/Experiment Contributing Institute

Driving GCM

GCM Resolution
(lat◦ × lon◦ )

1

ACCESS1-0_CCAM

CCAM [44]—Conformal-Cubic Atmospheric Model/
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization (CSIRO), Marine and Atmospheric
Research, Australia

ACCESS1-0 [45]

∼1.25◦ × 1.875◦

2

CCSM4_CCAM

CCAM / CSIRO

CCSM4 [46]

∼0.942◦ × 1.25◦

3

CNRM-CM5_CCAM

CCAM/CSIRO

CNRM-CM5 [47]

∼1.400◦ × 1.406◦

4

EC-EARTH_RCA4

RCA4 [48]—Rossby Centre regional atmospheric
model version 4-2/Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute, Sweden

EC-EARTH [49]

∼1.121◦ × 1.125◦

5

GFDL-CM3_CCAM

CCAM/CSIRO

GFDL-CM3 [50]

∼2◦ × 2.5◦

6

MPI-ESM-LR_CCAM

CCAM/CSIRO

MPI-ESM-LR [51]

∼1.865◦ × 1.875◦

7

MPI-ESM-LR_REMOi

REMO [52,53]—Regional Model for climate
simulations/Helmholtz-Zentrum
Geesthacht,
Climate Service Center and Max Plank Institute
for Meteorology, Germany

8

MPI-ESM-LR_REMO

4. Methods
The daily precipitation from APHRO, CX-SA and CMIP5 was converted into pentad
precipitation while the coarse resolution datasets of GPCP, CMAP and CMIP5 were bilinearly
interpolated to a common resolution of CX-SA experiments (0.44◦ ). For the climate model fidelity
assessment over the south Asia, earlier studies have either focused on a model grid cell or on a
whole study region. However, it is strongly believed that the evaluation on a local grid cell is too
stringent for the coarse resolution climate models due to the possibility of small spatial offsets in
their simulated fields. Whereas, in view of the tremendous spatial heterogeneity of the hydroclimatic
characteristics of the study region, a regional scale model performance may vary from that of
assessed on a sub-regional scale. Thus, the model evaluation should additionally be performed on
a sub-regional scale, such as, the river basin, which is quite a relevant unit for the practical water
resource management. Hence prior to the analysis, the precipitation for each pentad from all gridded
datasets was integrated over the Himalayan watersheds using Equation (1), in order to precisely
measure precipitation within the natural watershed boundaries.

( p)i,k =

1
A

Z
A

qi,k dA

(1)

where A is the basin area, qi,k represents precipitation quantity at a particular grid cell for the pentad,
i, and the year, k, while ( p)i,k is the basin-integrated pentad precipitation of the same pentad.
The integration procedure first converts the climate model grid into a tessellated surface using
the Thiessen polygon method [54] in order to compute the representative area of each grid cell, and
then weighs the incident precipitation at each grid cell according to its extent lying within the natural
boundary of the basin. The weighted precipitation is then integrated over the basin divided by its
surface area. This procedure is insensitive to the structure of the model grid and its resolution as
described in detail in [5,22].
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Skill Metrics
Since the water availability within the study basins is quite sensitive to the statistical properties
of the dominating MPR, the climate models fidelity in terms of reproducibility of these properties has
been assessed. In order to circumvent the effect of a large multi-model scatter, the quantities are first
accumulated through the annual course and then their fractional accumulations are computed using
Equations (2) and (3), respectively. The Figure 2a–c demonstrates how the inter-model spread of the
simulated precipitation has been avoided.
t

∏ = ∑ ( p )i

(2)

˜ =
∏
∏/∏

(3)

t

i =1

t

t

73

where t indicates each pentad within a year, ∏t is the accumulated ( p) while ∏˜ t is the fractional
accumulated ( p) at pentad, t.
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Figure 2. The inter-model spread of the basin-integrated pentad precipitation for Indus basin from
CORDEX South Asia and their driving CMIP5 experiments and ensemble means in: (a) climatological
annual cycle (mm); (b) accumulated precipitation (mm); (c) fractional accumulated precipitation;
(d) fractional accumulation excluding January to May period of WPR.

˜ from the considered observations are plotted in
The climatological annual cycle of ∏ and ∏
˜
Figure 3. Based on the climatological ∏ of GPCP, the relative thresholds that yield right timings of
the basin-wide monsoon onset/retreat were distinctly identified for each basin. The relative threshold
for the observed monsoon onset (retreat) timing was defined as the fractional accumulation at the
˜ starts right after the pentad,
pentad, t, which satisfies two conditions: (1) a rapid linear growth in ∏
t; (2) the timing of the pentad, t, tallies with the timing of the basin-centered observed climatological
onset (retreat) isochrone, as reported by [32] from GPCP over the period 1979–1999 and by the Indian
Meteorological Department (IMD) from the long-term station record [33]. For instance, the rapid
fractional accumulation for Ganges starts right after the pentad 32 whose timing of 9 June coincides
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well with the observed climatological onset isochrone around the middle of Ganges (Figure 3). Thus,
∏˜32 has been taken as the relative threshold for identifying the observed onset timing. Using similar
approach, the relative thresholds that identify the right timings of the monsoonal retreat have been
identified for each basin. As mentioned afore in Section 2, Indus comes under the influence of both
WPR and MPR, featuring a bimodal precipitation distribution (Figure 2). In order to circumvent
˜ for Indus were computed
the influence of WPR on identifying the timings of MPR onset, ∏ and ∏
for t = 31...73, excluding the January–May period. The additional skill metrics considered was the
˜ from the onset to the retreat pentads that represents a measure of concentration of
growth rate of ∏
precipitation within the active monsoon duration. Such growth rate has been computed as a linear
regression slope, onward called as the rapid fractional accumulation (RFA) slope.
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Figure 3. Fractional accumulated pentad precipitation from the observational datasets of GPCP,
CMAP and APHRO along with their ensemble mean for Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong
basins. Note: the pentads corresponding to realistic timings of monsoon onset and retreat timings
around the middle of each basins are indicated with dashed lines. For Indus, the inset shows the
fractional accumulation excluding January to May period of WPR.

Since RFA slope is only a measure of precipitation concentration during the active monsoon
duration, it cannot analyze the seasonality of whole MPR. Moreover, the given monsoonal metrics
(onset/retreat timings and RFA slope) cannot be equally applied to a year-round intermittent WPR.
Therefore, a self-defining measure of the seasonality of overall precipitation regime is applied here,
which is called the seasonality index (SI). The SI is multiplicative of the precipitation and the
Kullback-Leibler distance [26] or the information-theory based relative entropy (RE) [15]. The RE
represents the extent of precipitation concentration within a precipitation regime by quantifying the
total divergence of the actual precipitation distribution from its uniform distribution [16,27]. Owing to
the additive property of RE, its calculation is possible on a sub-seasonal scale [20], thus, it has been
calculated separately for WPR and MPR in addition to the annual period. To calculate RE, first the
fractional precipitation, πi,x , at each grid cell, x, was computed for each pentad, i, of the considered
period within a year using Equation (4):
πi,x =

t
pi,x
where i = 1...t and Pt,x = ∑ pi,x
Pt,x
i =1

(4)
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where t represents the number of pentads within the annual period (73), MPR (36) and WPR (37)
while pi,x represents the precipitation at pentad, i, and grid cell, x. Based upon π, RE was calculated
on a sub-seasonal scale as:
t

REt,x =

∑ πi,x log2 (tπi,x )

(5)

i =1

The highest RE(= log2 t) indicates that precipitation is concentrated within a shortest possible
wet duration (here a single pentad) whereas its lowest value of zero represents a uniform precipitation
distribution (πi = 1/t, i = 1...t). The SI has been computed by multiplying the RE estimates with the
total precipitation, Pt,x , normalized by its observed maximum, P0 :
SIt,x = REt,x

Pt,x
P0

(6)

In the situations of either complete dryness or uniform precipitation distribution, SI is zero
whereas it is maximum (SI = log2 t) in the case of highest RE(= log2 t) for the year of P0 .
The seasonality indices have been distinctly applied to WPR, MPR and to annual course
precipitation on yearly and climatological time scales (1961–2000). The spatial maps of the seasonality
indices from CX-SA, CMIP5 and OBS individual datasets and their ensemble means have also
been plotted and their regional scale performances have been summarized in the Taylor diagrams.
Moreover, how these seasonality indices temporally evolve over the historical period (1971–2005) has
been assessed by ascertaining the trend of their time series. This has been achieved by applying a
widely used non-parametric Mann-Kendall test [55,56] for confirming the existence of a trend while
its true slope has been estimated by the Sen’s median slope approach [57,58].
5. Results and Discussions
˜ has been plotted in Figure 3 while Figure 4 presents
The agreement amid OBS datasets on ∏
such an agreement for those CX-SA experiments that are obtained by donwnscaling five CMIP5
experiments with a single RCM of CCAM, along with EC-EARTH-RCA4 and its driving GCM.
The Figure 5 graphically summarizes the skill of two CX-SA experiments that are obtained by
downscaling a single CMIP5 experiment using two different RCMs. The offsets of OBS, CX-SA and
CMIP5 against GPCP and the added value/uncertainty of CX-SA relative to their driving CMIP5
experiments are summarized for the chosen skill metrics in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, and are
graphically shown in Figure 6. The bold values in Tables 2 and 3 indicate the offsets that are
statistically insignificant at 95% confidence level.
As for the indicators of the overall seasonality, the spatial maps of precipitation, RE and SI
calculated from the ensemble means of OBS, CX-SA and CMIP5 have been shown in Figure 7
while the spatial maps from the individual dataset are shown in Figures 8–10 for WPR, MPR and
annual scale precipitation, respectively. The spatial scale performance of all datasets have been
summarized in the Taylor diagram (Figure 11). The agreements on the direction of temporal evolution
of the seasonality indices and its significance amid OBS, CX-SA and CMIP5 ensembles are shown
in Figure 12.
5.1. Statistical Properties of Monsoonal Precipitation Regime
As for the seasonal cycle of precipitation and its annual total, APHRO and GPCP feature a
better agreement for Ganges and Brahmaputra but a weak agreement for relatively distant basins of
Indus and Mekong. The CMAP underestimates precipitation for all basins relative to GPCP, and for
Ganges and Brahmaputra relative to APHRO. As compared to OBS datasets considered here, the CRU
(Climate Research Unit) observational dataset even suggests higher annual precipitation for the study
basins, which is 415, 1125, 1350 and 1550 mm·yr−1 for Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong,
respectively [5]. The differences amid OBS datasets mainly arise during the peak monsoon season
(not shown).
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The CX-SA and their driving CMIP5 experiments feature large scatter of their simulated
annual precipitation, substantially overestimating the observed precipitation for Indus, Ganges and
Brahmaputra (not shown). Only exceptions are EC-EARTH-RCA4 and MPI-ESM-LR for Indus and
CNRM-CM5 for Ganges. Recent analysis on the eleven CX-SA experiments over the Himalayan
region has also reported high fidelity of EC-EARTH_RCA4 [59]. For Mekong, the most of CMIP5
experiments are very close to OBS, however, CX-SA experiments suggest a mixed response of
under-/overestimation. It is noted that CX-SA experiments performed using the same RCM
suggest similar magnitude of annual precipitation regardless of the differences amid their driving
CMIP5 experiments. For instance, all the CCAM-downscaled experiments simulate the annual
precipitation around 700, 1200, 2300, and 750 mm·yr−1 for Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong,
regardless of the fact that their driving CMIP5 experiments simulate the annual precipitation scatter
of 440–880, 1030–1470, 1720–2330 and 1310–1650 mm·yr−1 , respectively. This clearly indicates that
the employed RCM either can considerably modulate the lateral boundary conditions or becomes
completely insensitive to them [60–63]. Furthermore, the two REMO-downscaled CX-SA experiments
also suggest similar amount of annual precipitation for all basins, increasing (decreasing) the wet
biases for Indus, Ganges and Mekong (Brahmaputra). An RCA4-downscaled CX-SA experiment
has reduced the wet bias for Indus and Brahmaputra but increased it for Ganges and Mekong.
Such differences in the magnitude of precipitation amid the considered observational and simulated
datasets can hinder the adequate assessment of evolution of seasonal cycle of precipitation and
˜ was computed
qualitative assessment of the overall seasonality of precipitation regimes; hence ∏
(Figure 3).
The pentads that suggest the realistic timings of the climatological monsoon onset and retreat
around the middle of each respective basin are indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 3. Such
pentads for the onset timings are 37, 32, 29 and 26 for Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong,
respectively. The fractional accumulation, ∏˜ t , given at the observed onset pentads, t, are taken as the
relative thresholds for each basin to identify the onset pentads from CX-SA and CMIP5 experiments.
Similar procedure was adopted for identifying the pentads of the monsoon retreat. Since Indus
feature a bimodal precipitation distribution, its WPR can significantly influence the onset timings
of MPR. Thus, the onset and retreat pentads for Indus are identified based on pentads 31 to 73.
The identified relative thresholds for Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong are 0.15, 0.15, 0.18
and 0.11 for the monsoon onset timings while 0.85, 0.95, 0.95 and 0.95 for the monsoon retreat
timings, respectively.
The Figure 3 depicts that besides differences in the magnitudes, OBS datasets exhibit a best
agreement for the seasonal cycle of precipitation, and thus, for the climatological monsoonal onset
and retreat timings and for the precipitation concentration during the active monsoon period
(RFA slope). For instance, APHRO and CMAP feature insignificantly delayed (early) onset by
1–4 days for Indus, Ganges and Mekong (Brahmaputra) as well as insignificant underestimation
(overestimation) of RFA slope mostly by up to 4% for Indus and Brahmaputra (Ganges and Mekong).
Such insignificant offset amid CMAP and GPCP for the same skill metrics has also been reported
for a slightly different analysis period of 1961–2000 [20]. Here, only APHRO suggests significant
overestimation of RFA slope (by 5%) for Mekong. Nevertheless, the best agreement among OBS
datasets suggests that any of these datasets can potentially serve as a reference for the analysis of
seasonal cycle of precipitation and its overall seasonality. Here, the main focus has been given either
to GPCP or to the OBS ensemble mean.
As for the onset timings, four CX-SA experiments (CNRM-CM5_CCAM, GFDL-CM3_CCAM,
MPI-ESM-LR_CCAM and EC-EARTH_RCA4) suggest right timings for Indus (insignificant offset
from OBS), bringing an added value to their driving CMIP5 experiments; the former three simulate
an early onset by 9–18 days while the latter one simulates a delayed onset by 7 days, relative to
their driving CMIP5 experiments (Figure 4, Table 2). For other basins, such an added value of
CX-SA experiments has been seen only from EC-EARTH_RCA4 that suggests the realistic onset
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timings for Ganges and Brahmaputra and slightly improved bias for Mekong. The performance
assessment of the eleven CX-SA experiments over the Himalayan region has also reported higher
skill of EC-EARTH_RCA4 [59]. Interestingly, those CX-SA experiments that are performed with
the CCAM RCM always achieve the monsoon onset earlier than their driving CMIP5 experiments
for all basins, whenever such an offset was statistically significant (Table 3). As a result, CCAM’s
early onset relative to driving CMIP5 experiments is not always realistic. For instance, CCSM4
suggests a delay of five days in the onset timing for Indus while ACCESS1-0 suggests the realistic
timing. However, their downscaled CX-SA experiments consistently achieve the onset timings
earlier by five days against OBS. Similarly, the monsoon onset timings realistically suggested by
two CMIP5 experiments (CCSM4 and MPO-ESM-LR) for Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong have
been achieved far earlier in their CCAM-downscaled CX-SA derivatives relative to OBS, indicating
an added uncertainty—instead of value—of the CCAM RCM. Similar case has been observed
for the rest of CCAM-downscaled CX-SA experiments that further distance their driving CMIP5
experiments from OBS. These findings are in agreement with likewise findings that a typical increase
in precipitation from the fine resolution experiments [64] is neither always realistic nor necessarily
outperforms the well tuned coarse resolution experiments [65]. Further, regardless of a diverse
response of the CMIP5 experiments, the early monsoon onsets achieved by their CCAM-downscaled
CX-SA experiments indicate that RCMs can substantially modulate the behavior of lateral boundary
conditions—consistent with the earlier findings [60–63]. This is further evident from the fact that
a single CMIP5 experiment that has been downscaled by different RCMs yield different results.
For instance, MPI-ESM-LR and its REMO-downscaled invariant (MPI-ESM-LR_REMO) feature
insignificant differences in the suggested onset timings for Indus, Ganges and Mekong and only
a small offset for Brahmaputra. In contrast, such differences are significant for all basins when
MPI-ESM-LR is downscaled with the CCAM RCM (MPI-ESM-LR_CCAM), which achieves the
monsoon onset far earlier (Figure 5, Table 3).
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Figure 4. Fractional accumulation of precipitation; comparison of five CMIP5 experiments that are
downscaled with a single RCM of CCAM as well as the EC-EARTH CMIP5 experiment downscaled
with RCA4 RCM. The GPCP and the ensemble means of OBS, CX-SA and CMIP5 are also shown.
For Indus, the inset shows the fractional accumulation excluding January to May period of WPR.
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Table 2. First row: Observed onset pentads and RFA slopes from GPCP. Other rows: Offset of
onset (in days) and RFA slope (in %) relative to GPCP. Note: Negative values indicate early onset or
underestimated RFA slopes and vice versa. Bold values indicate statistically insignificant difference
between the observed and the simulated climatological means.
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Figure 5. The fractional accumulation of precipitation; comparison of single MPI-ESM-LR CMIP5
model downsclaed with two different RCMs of REMO and CCAM. For Indus, the inset shows the
fractional accumulation excluding January to May period of WPR.
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Table 3. Offsets of onset (in days) and RFA slope (%) in CX-SA experiments relative to CMIP5
experiments. Note: Negative values indicate early onset or underestimated slopes and vice versa.
Bold values indicate statistically insignificant difference between the climatological means of CX-SA
and their CMIP5 driving datasets.
CORDEX
Models

Indus
Onset

Indus
Slope

Ganges
Onset

Ganges
Slope

Brahm
Onset

Brahm
Slope

Mekong
Onset

Mekong
Slope
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As for the RFA slope, both CX-SA and CMIP5 experiments are unable to reproduce the extent of a
sharp growth in the fractional accumulation, and thus, underestimate the RFA slope (Tables 2 and 3,
Figure 6), which is higher in CX-SA than their driving CMIP5 experiments for all basins (except
for EC-EARTH_RCA4). Such underestimation is due to the simulation of an extended active
monsoon duration, such as, early onset and delayed retreat for Ganges and Brahmaputra, delayed
retreat for Indus and early onset for Mekong. Amid CX-SA experiments, only EC-EARTH_RCA4
does not significantly alter the RFA slope biases of its driving GCM for Ganges, Brahmaputra
and Mekong. Similarly, three CX-SA experiments (ACCESS1-0_CCAM, CNRM-CM5_CCAM and
MPI-ESM-LR_CCAM) do not significantly change the RFA slope biases of their driving CMIP5
experiments for Indus (Tables 2 and 3, Figure 6).
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Figure 6. The offsets of rapid fractional accumulations (RFA) slopes against the suggested timings
of the climatological monsoon onset from: all datasets relative to the GPCP observational dataset
(left panel), the CX-SA relative to their driving CMIP5 datasets (right panel). Note: In the left panel,
observations are shown in red whereas the driving CMIP5 GCMs (in black) and CX-SA (in different
colors) are shown with the same marker shape. The positive values indicate a delayed onset or an
overestimation of RFA slope while negative values indicate the opposite.
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It to mention that the biases in the statistical properties of MPR and in the overall seasonal cycle
of precipitation may remain uncorrected when (typically monthly) precipitation means are adjusted
for bringing them closer to OBS [16]. Such uncorrected biases in the seasonality may severely affect
the impact assessment results in terms of the timings of the hydrological processes and of the overall
water availability.
5.2. Seasonality Indices of Overall Precipitation Regimes
The seasonality indices computed from the OBS ensemble mean, and relative to them, the
biases of CX-SA and CMIP5 ensemble means for WPR, MPR and annual periods are plotted in
Figure 7. In addition, the biases in the seasonality indices from all individual datasets are plotted
in Figures 8–10 for MPR, WPR and annual period, respectively.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Top panel for precipitation, middle panel for relatively entropy (RE) and bottom
panel for seasonality index (SI). The first row of each panel shows OBS P, RE and SI while the
second and third rows show the offsets of CMIP5 and CX-SA ensemble means relative to OBS
ensemble mean, respectively.

Figure 8. Offsets of precipitation (P), relative entropy (RE) and seasonality index (SI) for OBS, CMIP5
and CX-SA datasets from the OBS mean ensemble for the monsoonal precipitation regime.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8, but for the westerly precipitation regime.

Figure 10. Same as Figure 8, but for the annual precipitation.
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Figure 11. Columns left to right: Taylor Diagrams for the westerly precipitation regime (WPR),
the monsoonal precipitation regime (MPR) and annual precipitation, respectively. Rows top to
bottom: Taylor Diagrams for precipitation (P), relative entropy (RE) and seasonality index (SI),
respectively. Note: The OBS ensemble mean has been taken as a reference.

5.2.1. Monsoonal Precipitation Regime
The OBS ensemble mean clearly identifies the real extent of the monsoonal domain (precipitation
above 100 mm) and spots the areas of maximum precipitation as the western Ghats of India, Myanmar
coast, Bay of Bengal, lower Mekong and Brahmaputra (Figure 7). Relative to the OBS ensemble mean,
APHRO slightly overestimates precipitation along the Himalayan foothills, Myanmar coast and
western Ghats of India while underestimates it over most of India, lower Mekong and lower Indus
basins (Figure 8). The CMAP generally overestimates precipitation over the ocean but underestimates
it over the land where such underestimation is higher over Myanmar, lower Brahmaputra and
lower Ganges regions. The GPCP slightly overestimates precipitation over southern India, Myanmar
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and lower Mekong. The substantial underestimation of CMAP precipitation over Myanmar region
as compared to GPCP has also been reported earlier [20]. Overall, the pattern of precipitation
distribution over the study domain is widely agreed between GPCP and CMAP, rather than between
these datasets and APHRO (Figure 11).
As compared to the OBS ensemble mean, the CMIP5 ensemble mean overestimates precipitation
over Himalayan region, Tibetan Plateau, Myanmar coast and Indus while underestimates over
southern and central India, and lower Mekong. Such underestimation is consistent with the reports
of a dry bias in CMIP5 experiments around 20◦ N [16,28,66]. Such quasi-systematic bias over
the land region is likewise simulated over the Bay of Bengal, indicating an anomalous moisture
advection to the high-altitude mountainous regions. Generally, a pattern of biases in the CMIP5
ensemble mean is intensified in the CX-SA ensemble mean, except for the overestimated precipitation
over the Tibetan Plateau. The CMIP5 ensemble mean is quite close to the OBS ensemble mean,
and thus, outperforms the CX-SA ensemble mean in terms of spatial patterns of precipitation
across the study domain. When looking into the individual datasets, CMIP5 experiments exhibit
a diverse skill. For instance, three CMIP5 experiments (ACCESS1-0, CNRM-CM5 and MPI-ESM-LR)
feature a dry bias over the southern and central India while the rest are slightly biased positive.
Moreover, a positive precipitation bias along the Himalayan foothills is only weakly agreed amid
CMIP5 experiments. Similar case is observed over Indus where the half of CMIP5 experiments
underestimate precipitation while the rest overestimate it. Over Indus, a diverse skill of CMIP5
experiments is subject to their: (1) inadequate representation of the western Karakoram topography
60◦ –80◦ E due to the adopted resolution [66–68]; (2) absence of irrigation schemes in the climate
models [20,53,69], and; (3) consistent cold biases simulated in the sea surface temperature over
the north Arabian sea [70–73]. Regardless of the diverse skill of CMIP5 experiments, the skill of
their downscaled CX-SA experiments much depends upon the employed RCM since the CX-SA
experiments that are obtained by downscaling five CMIP5 experiments (ACCESS1-0, CCSM4,
CNRM-CM5, GFDL-CM3 and MPI-ESM-LR) using a single RCM of CCAM yield quite similar results,
suggesting a substantial dry bias over the monsoon dominated plains and a wet bias along the
Himalayan arc. Similarly, CX-SA experiments that are obtained by downscaling MPI-ESM-LR GCM
with the REMO RCM are well agreed with each other but considerably differ to that obtained by
downscaling the same GCM with the CCAM RCM. Further, the pattern of monsoonal precipitation
biases for EC-EARTH GCM has been substantially changed when it has been downscaled by RCA4
RCM. These findings clearly indicate that RCMs can considerably alter the signal of driving datasets
over the study region [60,62]. Consistent findings are reported for the West African Monsoon region,
where RCMs are unable to systematically and homogeneously improve the biases of their driving
GCMs in the simulated seasonal cycle of precipitation, indicating a profound role of RCMs’ adopted
internal physics, soil-moisture feedbacks and convective closures [63,74,75].
In contrast to the uniform overestimation of basin-integrated precipitation by CX-SA and CMIP5
experiments, the spatial maps (Figures 7 and 8) clearly suggest a dry bias over the monsoon
dominated plains but a wet bias over the elevated regions of Himalayan ranges and Tibetan Plateau.
Such dry and wet biases are greater in CX-SA experiments than in CMIP5 experiments. Analysis of
precipitation characteristics from the eleven CX-SA experiments over the Himalayan region likewise
suggests a wet (dry) bias over the Himalayan region (plains) [59]. Earlier studies have also reported a
consistent wet bias over the Himalayan region from the vintage to the present-day GCMs [76,77], as
well as, from their dynamically downscaled derivatives, including CX-SA experiments [60,62,78–82].
Such consistent wet bias may relate to the systematic bias of CMIP5 experiments in simulating
unrealistically high convective precipitation [83]. Further, a greater wet bias in CX-SA experiments
may subject to an improved representation of the regional topography at the adopted finer resolution
(0.44◦ ) that leads to the enhanced orographic precipitation. It is to noted that spatially explicit
dry/wet biases have further biased the computation of the seasonality indices as well as the
identification of the monsoonal domain.
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The RE from the OBS ensemble mean is highest over the central and northwest India (Ganges),
and over the lower Indus, indicating a shortest possible wet duration over there (Figure 7). A positive
southeast-northwest gradient in the observed RE indicates additional sensitivity of Indus and Ganges
to the active monsoon duration and to the total amount of precipitation received within such duration.
Relative to the OBS ensemble mean RE, the CMIP5 ensemble mean slightly overestimate RE over
Mekong and Myanmar (wet duration shorter than observed) but underestimate RE over Indus
and Ganges (extended wet duration). Such pattern of RE bias is more prominent from the CX-SA
ensemble mean RE. From OBS and CMIP5 individual datasets, biases in RE correspond well to
the biases in precipitation; a dry bias leads to higher concentration of precipitation or shorter wet
duration (overestimated RE) and vice versa (Figure 8). Interestingly, though dry (wet) biases for
CX-SA individual datasets generally correspond well to the overestimation (underestimation) of RE
over Mekong and Myanmar region (Himalayan arc), however such case is not observed over central
India, Ganges and lower Indus, where regardless of a dry bias, RE is underestimated (extended wet
duration or lower concentration of precipitation). The spatial pattern of RE from the most of CMIP5
experiments is well agreed with OBS. In contrast, featuring a better agreement with each other, CX-SA
experiments are farther from OBS.
The OBS ensemble mean suggests the highest seasonality (SI estimates) over upper Indus,
Ganges (or central India) and over the western Ghats while the lowest seasonality over lower
Mekong, southern India and non-monsoonal region. The most of CMIP5 experiments and the
ensemble mean underestimate SI over the regions of highest observed seasonality but overestimate
SI over the regions of lowest observed seasonality. Though CX-SA ensemble mean uniformly
underestimates SI across the study domain, such underestimation is highest over the regions of
highest observed seasonality but lowest elsewhere. Such pattern is also well agreed amid the
individual CX-SA experiments. The OBS ensemble mean SI yields a real extent of MPR (SI ≥ 0.025)
and the seasonality hotspots, which are the central India and the western Ghats. Relative to OBS,
the CMIP5 ensemble mean shows a positive bias in SI estimates over the most of Mekong, Myanmar,
Himalayan range and Tibetan Plateau (owing to dry bias and overestimated RE) while a negative bias
in SI over the central India (lower Ganges), upper Indus and western Ghats (owing to underestimated
RE). The CX-SA ensemble mean, however, generally underestimates SI across the domain, which is
highest over the central India due to the extended wet period. The individual CMIP5 experiments
differ with each other on the pattern of SI biases. In contrast, CX-SA experiments largely agree on
the underestimation of SI over the elevated regions (Himalaya and Tibetan Plateau), and central
and northwest India while on the overestimation of SI over the rest of land regions. The CMIP5
experiments in general and EC-EARTH in particular agree well with OBS in terms of SI as compared
to CX-SA experiments.
5.2.2. Westerly Precipitation Regime
As for precipitation, the OBS ensemble mean suggests the maximum precipitation over the
upper Indus, Brahmaputra and lower Mekong as well as over the most of east China and the
oceanic region (Figure 7). Against the OBS ensemble mean, GPCP and CMAP datasets feature a
minute dry bias across the study domain (Figure 9). Relative to OBS, the CMIP5 ensemble mean
suggests a substantial wet bias over the Himalayan ranges, despite of a minute dry bias over the
rest of domain. In fact, such wet bias over the Himalayan ranges has been simulated by all CMIP5
experiments, except by EC-EARTH, which simulating almost right magnitude of precipitation and its
spatial distribution, outperforms all CMIP5 and CX-SA experiments. In contrast to the rest of CMIP5
experiments, CCSM4 simulates a wet bias over Ganges and over southern and central India while
three models (ACCESS1-0, GFDL-CM3 and MPI-ESM-LR) suggest a stronger dry bias over Myanmar
and Mekong regions. Interestingly, the CX-SA ensemble mean suggests even stronger wet biases over
the Himalayan ranges than CMIP5 experiments, which is supported by all individual experiments,
except by EC-EARTH-RCA4. These results are in agreement with the reports of substantial wet bias in
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CX-SA experiments over the high-altitude Himalayan regions [59] and during the winter season [84].
Further, all CX-SA experiments feature slightly higher dry bias over lower Indus basin. As noted
before, the spatial scale performance has been found quite similar in the five CX-SA experiments
that are downscaled with the single RCM of CCAM, besides differences in their driving CMIP5
experiments (Figures 9 and 11). Two CX-SA experiments downscaling the MPI-ESM-LR CMIP5
experiment using two different RCMs of CCAM and REMO, mainly differ on the wet/dry biases
over Myanmar and lower Mekong regions.
The RE estimates from the OBS ensemble mean are maximum over the southern India, Myanmar,
Mekong and Brahmaputra, indicating that these regions experience a shortest possible wet duration
under WPR. On the other hand, the longest possible wet duration (lowest RE) is observed over the
parts of central India, upper Brahmaputra and over the most of upper Indus basin. As compared to
GPCP and CMAP, APHRO suggests higher RE over Thar and Rajhistan deserts, and over Myanmar
and lower Mekong regions, owing to its dry bias therein. The CMIP5 and CX-SA ensemble means
simulate positive biases over the driest regions (higher RE over deserts) and negative biases over the
rest of the land regions. The positive RE bias over the desert region is relatively higher in two CMIP5
experiments (GFDL-CM3 and MPI-ESM-LR) and in all CCAM-downscaled CX-SA experiments,
exhibiting their low fidelity relative to the rest of experiments (Figure 11).
The OBS ensemble mean suggests a highest seasonality (SI estimates) over Brahmaputra due to
the fact that a shortest wet duration (highest RE) has been observed there. In contrast, the seasonality
is low over the most of southern India, Myanmar and Mekong besides high RE because the
overall incident precipitation is low over these regions. Relative to GPCP and CMAP, APHRO
suggests a higher seasonality over the most of study domain, owing to its relative dry bias and
positive RE bias. The CMIP5 ensemble mean overestimates SI over the deserts and central India
(Ganges) while underestimates it over the rest of the land region (basins) where such a pattern is
dominated by four CMIP5 experiments (ACCESS1-0, CCSM4, CNRM-CM5 and EC-EARTH). The rest
of two CMIP5 experiments (GFDL-CM3 and MPI-ESM-LR) underestimate SI over the upper parts
of the study basins while overestimate it over the rest of the study domain. Again, EC-EARTH
outperforms in terms of its spatial scale agreement with OBS. The CX-SA ensemble mean slightly
underestimates SI across the study domain. The individual CCAM-downscaled experiments exhibit
a slight underestimation over the Himalayan and Tibetan regions while the REMO-downscaled
experiments additionally underestimate SI over the Myanmar and Brahmaputra.
5.2.3. Overall Precipitation Regime (Annual)
APHRO slightly overestimates the annual precipitation relative to the OBS ensemble mean over
Himalayan ranges while CMAP features a dry bias over Myanmar region. The CMIP5 ensemble
mean features a clear dry bias over the lower Mekong (dominated by all individual experiments,
except CCSM4) and over the southern and central India (dominated by ACCESS1-0, CNRM-CM5
and MPI-ESM-LR). Moreover, a wet bias over the Himalayan ranges and Tibetan Plateau (Indus,
Brahmaputra, upper Ganges and upper Mekong) is well agreed amid CMIP5 individual experiments,
and thus, with their ensemble mean. The CX-SA experiments also agree well with each other and with
their ensemble mean on (even a stronger) wet bias over Himalaya and mostly on dry bias over the
rest of the land region; a pattern generally dominated by the biases in MPR.
The OBS ensemble mean RE shows the annual scale concentration of precipitation (or wet/dry
duration) and its gradient across the study domain. From the individual observations, APHRO
suggests a slightly shorter annual wet duration while CMAP and GPCP suggest the opposite.
The CMIP5 ensemble mean RE is underestimated over the most of the study domain with a
few exceptions. Such biases are higher in magnitude for CX-SA ensemble mean. All CMIP5
experiments except ACCESS1-0 simulate a shorter wet duration for Indus while three experiments
(ACCESS1-0, GFDL-CM3 and MPI-ESM-LR) simulate the same for the land region of lower half
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of study domain. The rest of CMIP5 experiments generally simulate an extended wet duration
(precipitation concentration lower than observed).
It is noted that the real extent of the monsoonal domain is more clearly visible from the
OBS ensemble mean SI (≥0.11) where the regions of highest observed seasonality are the western
Ghats, followed by central India, lower Ganges and Brahmaputra. The same threshold has also
been reported earlier for identifying the spatial extent of MPR from the pentad precipitation [20].
On a monthly temporal resolution, such SI based threshold was reported as ≥0.05 [16]. These findings
suggest that besides the coarse-grained resolution, the SI-based thresholds yield realistic spatial extent
of MPR, and that, these thresholds can be applied to assess the future changes in the spatial domains
of MPR under warmer climates. Against the OBS ensemble mean, the seasonality estimates from
the CMIP5 ensemble mean are substantially underestimated over lower Ganges, lower Mekong and
western Ghats, slightly underestimated over the most of India, eastern China and upper Indus while
overestimated elsewhere. The underestimated CMIP5 ensemble mean SI over India, lower Mekong
and lower Ganges is dominated by three experiments (CCSM4, CNRM-CM5 and EC-EARTH),
and over Indus by ACCESS1-0. The CX-SA ensemble mean substantially underestimates the
seasonality over the most of the study domain, where such pattern is well agreed amid the individual
experiments. With a modest intermodel agreement, CMIP5 experiments generally outperform their
downscaled CX-SA experiments, which though well agreed with each other are farther from OBS in
terms of spatial patterns of SI.
5.3. Trend Changes in the Seasonality Indices of Precipitation Regimes
In view of the limited fidelity of CMIP5 and CX-SA experiments in terms of reproducing the
observed seasonality on a climatological scale, an assessment of temporal changes in the seasonality
indices has been presented qualitatively. In this regard, trend direction and its significance from
each individual dataset have been summarized in a trend agreement for each ensemble (OBS, CMIP5
and CX-SA). The trend agreement has been computed as the total number of members within a
particular ensemble that agree on a positive trend minus the number of members featuring a negative
trend (Figure 12). The locations, where the number of statistically significant positive trends (at 90%
significance level) were higher than the number of significant negative trends, are identified with
the stippling of hollow circles while the location featuring the opposite case are indicated with the
stippling of filled circles.
5.3.1. Monsoonal Precipitation Regime
The OBS ensemble exhibits a well-agreed significant rising trend in precipitation between 80◦
and 90◦ E (covering Tibetan Plateau, Brahmaputra and eastern Ganges) and over Mekong while
mostly an insignificant falling trend over lower Indus, northwest India and over parts of China.
Surprisingly, the observed decreasing trend in All-India precipitation [12,85,86] is not apparent
from OBS datasets; only statistically insignificant trend is observed over central and northwest
India. This may result from the integration of precipitation over MPR rather than over the typical
monsoon period of June–September. When compared to OBS, CMIP5 and CX-SA ensembles
exhibit quite a different pattern of agreement on the direction of change in precipitation and its
significance. The CMIP5 experiments agree on a significant positive precipitation change over the
most of the monsoon dominated plains except for eastern Ganges, Brahmaputra and eastern China.
This rising trend in the simulated precipitation over India, being consistently reported by various
studies [12,85,86], have been linked to the inability of CMIP5 models in realistically representing the
relationship of the monsoon weakening with the: (1) strengthening of cyclonic formation in tropical
west pacific ocean; (2) warming of southern Indian ocean [12]. The contrasting rising precipitation
trend may also be due to the fact that the most of CMIP5 models simulate unrealistically high
local convective precipitation [83]. In contrast to CMIP5, the CX-SA ensemble however suggests a
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significant decreasing precipitation trend over southern and central India. The CX-SA experiments
further differ from CMIP5 in terms of a sporadic positive trend over Ganges and upper Indus.
As for RE, OBS ensemble exhibits a decreasing trend over the Tibetan Plateau and over the
monsoon dominated plains, where such trends are significant over all study basins, except Ganges.
A significant rise in OBS RE has been observed over eastern China, which is consistent with both
CMIP5 and CX-SA ensembles. For the rest of the study domain, CMIP5 ensemble either does not
suggest a clear agreement or a signal of change is found statistically insignificant. In contrast, CX-SA
experiments are well agreed on a rise in RE over lower Mekong but only sporadically over Myanmar
and upper Indus.
Owing to changes in OBS precipitation and RE, there is a clear signal of change in OBS SI,
suggesting a significant decrease over the most of Indus, western Ghats, Myanmar, lower Mekong
and eastern Tibetan Plateau while a significant increase over eastern China. In contrast, CMIP5
and CX-SA exhibit quite noisy patterns of the direction change agreement, which are further only
sporadically significant. Nevertheless, CMIP5 and CX-SA are consistent with each other on a rise in
the seasonality over lower Mekong, Himalayan range, upper Indus and for parts of eastern China
and Tibetan Plateau.
5.3.2. Westerly Precipitation Regime
In Figure 12, the most of OBS datasets agree on a significant increasing trend of precipitation
over lower Mekong, Tibetan Plateau and surrounding region as well as over western Brahmaputra
and eastern Ganges (along 90◦ E). There is also an evidence of a significant rising precipitation over
northwest Karakoram (Hunza sub-basin within Indus) as observed from the novel high-altitude
station observations [87]. This may suggest the suitability of gridded observations for ascertaining
qualitative changes in WPR. For the rest of the land region, precipitation features a decreasing
tendency, which is significant over the parts of Indus and Myanmar region. In contrast, the most
of CMIP5 experiments suggest an increasing precipitation over southern India and Tibetan Plateau
but a decreasing precipitation over all study basins, where such a decrease has also been projected by
the CMIP3 experiments [22]. Further differing from driving CMIP5 experiments, CX-SA experiments
agree on a decreasing precipitation over the most of the study domain except upper Indus and parts
of Ganges or Himalayan range. Such pattern of CX-SA is consistent with OBS datasets.
The OBS ensemble mostly agrees on a significantly rising precipitation concentration (RE) over
the whole Indus and parts of central India while on a significantly decreasing RE over lower Mekong.
Whereas, the most of CMIP5 experiments exhibit a significantly rising RE trend over the elevated
regions and eastern China but no clear agreement on the sign and significance of RE change over
the land region, particularly over the southern India where CMIP5 ensemble simulates a significant
rising precipitation trend. The CX-SA pattern of agreement on RE change matches quite well with
that of OBS RE, such as, a significant rising trend over Indus, western Tibetan plateau and eastern
China while a significant falling trend over central India and lower Mekong.
The OBS SI is going to be reduced over Indus, Myanmar and most of India while it will increase
over lower Mekong and parts of Tibetan Plateau, clearly following the signs of precipitation trends.
In contrast, the most of CMIP5 experiments agree well on an insignificant negative trend in SI between
20◦ and 30◦ N but on a significant positive trend below and above this latitudinal range. Such pattern
of SI changes is consistent with the signs of trends in the simulated precipitation. The most of CX-SA
experiments agree well on a significant decreasing SI over the most of India and lower Mekong but
on a significant increasing SI over Himalayan range and western Tibetan Plateau.
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Figure 12. Agreement on trend direction and its significance: Panel top to bottom: precipitation
(P), relative entropy (RE) and seasonality index (SI), Row top to bottom: OBS, CMIP5 and CX-SA
ensembles. Agreement is computed as the total number of ensemble members agreeing on the
positive direction minus those exhibiting the negative direction. The hollow circles show where
the statistically significant positive trends (at 90% significance level) are higher in number than the
significant negative trends amid ensemble members while the filled circles show the opposite.
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5.3.3. Overall Precipitation Regime (Annual)
A pattern of agreement for temporal changes in the annual precipitation is not very much
different from that of MPR for OBS, CMIP5 and CX-SA ensembles. In case of annual RE,
OBS ensemble exhibits less area under significant changes as only Tibetan Plateau and lower Mekong
feature a significant falling trend while eastern China features a significant rising trend. This pattern is
mostly consistent with MPR, and to some extent, with WPR. The rest of regions that feature significant
(positive) changes for one of the precipitation regime (WPR/MPR) observe an opposite sign of change
(negative) in the other and vice versa. The CMIP5 and CX-SA agree with each other and with OBS on
a rise in RE over the eastern China and only with each other on a rise over Brahmaputra, upper Indus
and Mekong. The pattern of agreement on change in the annual OBS SI is dominated by that of MPR.
There is a more clear signal of significant rising trend in OBS SI for the region along 90◦ E and over
the Tibetan Plateau, which is somewhat consistent with CMIP5 and CX-SA ensembles. For the rest
of regions, CMIP5 and CX-SA ensembles suggest an opposite signal of SI change as compared to
OBS. The CMIP5 ensemble agree on a rising trend in the seasonality over the most of study domain
whereas CX-SA ensemble mostly suggests a rising (falling) trend over northern (southern) parts.
6. Summary and Conclusions
The gridded observations, either considered here or elsewhere, feature a diverse skill across the
Himalayan watersheds and over other parts of the study region, featuring considerable differences
in their suggested magnitude of seasonal and annual precipitation, which are mainly observed
during the peak monsoon season. However, besides differences in the magnitudes, the considered
observations reveal a best agreement (statistically insignificant differences) on the seasonal cycle of
precipitation, and thus, on the climatological monsoonal onset and retreat timings, concentration of
precipitation during the active monsoon duration and overall seasonality of WPR, MPR and annual
precipitation. Such a best agreement suggests that any of these observations can potentially serve
as a reference dataset for analyzing the annual cycle of precipitation and its overall seasonality.
Surprisingly, previously reported post-1950 all-India falling precipitation trend is not apparent from
the individual OBS ensemble members; only statistically insignificant trend is observed over central
and northwest India.
For the western basins (Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra), CX-SA experiments feature a greater
wet bias relative to their driving CMIP5 experiments, against OBS. For Mekong, CX-SA experiments
exhibit a mixed response as compared to their high fidelity driving CMIP5 experiments. The spatial
maps suggest that the basin scale wet biases has resulted from a substantial wet bias simulated over
the Himalayan and Tibetan regions (Indus, Brahmaputra, upper Ganges and upper Mekong) despite
of a dry bias simulated over the monsoon dominated plains for WPR, MPR and annual precipitation.
Such pattern of dry and wet biases has been intensified in CX-SA experiments compared to their
driving CMIP5 experiments. The trend analysis for MPR reveals that the CMIP5 and CX-SA
ensembles exhibit quite a different pattern of agreement on the direction of change in precipitation
and its significance. In contrast to OBS, CMIP5 ensemble suggests an opposite trend of increasing
precipitation over most of India and Myanmar region but decreasing precipitation over Brahmaputra
and eastern Ganges. However, CX-SA ensemble exhibits some consistency with OBS, such as, a
significant decreasing precipitation trend over southern and central India and over Myanmar region
and an increasing precipitation trend over Brahmaputra and eastern Ganges. Similarly for WPR,
CX-SA ensemble suggests a negative (though insignificant) precipitation trend across the study
domain, which is consistent with OBS over southern India, Indus and Ganges but in disagreement
with CMIP5 over southern India. For annual precipitation, trend pattern is largely dominated by
that of MPR. Summarizing, the CMIP5 ensemble mean generally outperforms the CX-SA ensemble
mean in terms of the spatial patterns and the magnitude of precipitation distribution across the study
domain, except for trend changes.
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As for the monsoon onset timings, four CX-SA experiments (CNRM-CM5_CCAM,
GFDL-CM3_CCAM, MPI-ESM-LR_CCAM and EC-EARTH_RCA4) suggest right timings of the
monsoon onset for Indus (insignificant offset from OBS), bringing an added value to those CMIP5
experiments whose performance was relatively poor for the basin. Interestingly, CX-SA experiments
performed with CCAM RCM always achieve the monsoon onset far earlier and unrealistic than their
driving CMIP5 experiments for all basins, whenever such an offset was found statistically significant.
For the RFA slope, CX-SA and CMIP5 experiments are unable to reproduce the observed extent of
sharp growth in the fractional accumulation, and thus, substantially underestimate the RFA slope.
This has resulted from the simulation of an extended wet period by CMIP5 and CX-SA experiments
relative to OBS—early onset and/or later retreat. Surprisingly, such underestimation of RFA slope
is higher in CX-SA experiments than in their driving CMIP5 experiments for all basins (except for
EC-EARTH_RCA4).
The spatial maps of MPR RE show its positive gradient from the southeast to the northwest of
the study domain, implying a shortening of MPR duration north and northwestward. This indicates
the additional sensitivity of the western basins (Indus and Ganges) to the active duration of MPR
and to the magnitude of monsoonal precipitation, apart from the onset timings. Further, CX-SA
experiments though feature a better agreement with OBS on the overall spatial patterns, however,
these experiments substantially underestimate RE (simulate an extended wet duration) over the most
of study domain, where such underestimation is higher in magnitude than that of the driving CMIP5
experiments and generally follows a pattern of precipitation biases with few exceptions; a dry bias
may yield higher concentration of precipitation or shorter wet duration and vice versa. For WPR
RE, the most of CX-SA and CMIP5 experiments additionally simulate a positive bias over the driest
regions though the annual scale RE is generally underestimated. The trend analysis of the OBS RE
suggests a significant decreasing trend over the study basins, Himalayan Range, Tibetan Plateau and
southern and central India for MPR while mostly an increasing trend for WPR except over lower
Mekong. The CX-SA and CMIP5 experiments suggest a rising WPR RE over upper Indus and eastern
China and a falling MPR RE over central India while for the rest of regions both ensembles either do
not suggest a clear agreement or their signal of change has been found insignificant.
As for MPR SI, the OBS ensemble mean suggests the highest seasonality (SI estimates) over
upper Indus, Ganges (or central India) and over the western Ghats while the lowest seasonality
over lower Mekong, southern India and non-monsoonal region. The most of CMIP5 experiments
and the ensemble mean underestimate MPR SI over the regions of highest observed seasonality
and overestimates it over the regions of lowest observed seasonality. Though CX-SA uniformly
underestimates MPR SI across the study domain, such underestimation is highest over the regions
of highest observed seasonality but lowest elsewhere, which is also well agreed amid the CX-SA
individual experiments. For WPR, OBS SI is highest over Brahmaputra, followed by lower Mekong,
and the lowest elsewhere. The CMIP5 ensemble mean overestimates WPR SI over the deserts and
central India (Ganges) while underestimates it over the rest of the land region (basins) while the
CX-SA ensemble mean slightly underestimates WPR SI across the whole study domain. The trend
analysis suggests that the observed seasonality of MPR mostly features a decreasing trend over
Indus, southwest India, eastern Tibetan Plateau, Myanmar and lower Mekong. The CMIP5 ensemble
agree on a rising trend in the seasonality of MPR over the most of the study domain whereas CX-SA
ensemble mostly suggests a rising (falling) trend over northern (southern) parts. The observed WPR
SI features a decreasing trend over Indus, Ganges, Myanmar (Brahmaputra and Mekong and Tibetan
Plateau). The most of CX-SA experiments agree well on a significantly increasing WPR SI over
Himalayan range and western Tibetan Plateau but a significantly decreasing SI over the most of India
and lower Mekong. Only a decreasing SI trend over India in CX-SA experiments and increasing SI
trend over Mekong and Tibetan Plateau in CMIP5 experiments are consistent with OBS.
For the most of skill metrics, biases in CMIP5 experiments are simply intensified in their
downscaled CX-SA experiments, indicating their added uncertainty. More interestingly, the overall
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performance of those CX-SA experiments that have employed the same RCM of CCAM has been
found quite similar, regardless of the skill of their driving CMIP5 experiments. Similarly, the two
CX-SA datasets that are obtained by downscaling the MPI-ESM-LR GCM with the REMO RCM are
well agreed with each other but considerably differ to that obtained by downscaling the same GCM
with the CCAM RCM. These findings clearly indicate that RCMs can considerably alter the signal of
driving datasets. These findings emphasize on improving the fidelity of RCMs in order to ensure the
added value to their coarse resolution CMIP5 experiments. This requires the exploitation of RCMs’
potential in terms of microphysics, resolutions and convective closures, and preferably, resolving
the crucial fine scale processes, land-atmosphere interactions and feedback further down to their
representative (meso-to-local) scales.
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